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5 Big Trends from the Last 
Year in Web Marketing 



We May Be on the 
Verge of Regulation #1 



Via Silktide’s Blog 



The EU Implemented “Right to Be Forgotten” 

Via SearchEngineLand 



The FTC Already Has Disclosure Guidelines 

Via FTC’s .com Disclosure Guidelines PDF 



The US came close to legislation in May 

Via The DMA 



Google has staved off 
regulatory action 
(perhaps) thanks in part 
to becoming the US’ 
second largest lobbyist 

 
(via Washington Post) 



But while Google has 
the clout, money, & 
lobbyists to influence 
government, the 
search marketing 
field is not nearly so 
well armed or 
organized. 



“Inbound Marketing” as 
terminology is losing to 
“Content Marketing” #2 





Job posts using “inbound marketing” down 46% 
Job posts using “content marketing” up 90% 

Via SimplyHired’s Job Trends 



Marketing based on 
earning attention rather 
than interrupting. 

Producing and 
promoting content to 
earn customers. 

Inbound Marketing Content Marketing 



Inbound Marketing Content Marketing 

Many outside our industry use these terms 
interchangeably. But, more have heard of 
“content marketing.” 



Google’s penalties have 
taken a toll on spam, but 
hurt many businesses too. #3 



For Google’s first 15 years, they 
worried about spam while we 

worried about building great sites. 

Starting in 2012, we’re now required to 
stay vigilant for spam that points to our 

sites, even if we didn’t create it. 

Via Google’s Fighting Spam page 



Via Craig Addyman’s Post 



Google’s insane 
pace of change 
and new onus on 
sites to watch 
their own backs 
creates job 
security for SEOs 



We are nearing the end 
of “SEO” as a job title. #4 



Profiles w/ “SEO” in Job Title Profiles w/ “SEO” in Job Description 

Via LinkedIn and Moz’s 2013 Industry Survey 

1997-2010: “I’m an SEO” 



Via LinkedIn and Moz’s 2013 Industry Survey 

2011-Present: “SEO is a part of my job.” 



Google is shortening the 
searcher’s journey. On the 
surface, this appears to 
hurt publishers, but reality 
may be more complicated. 

#5 







Actually, I do 
have feedback. 





This deal’s getting worse all the time… 



Google needs to create & 
feed search addiction. 
Instantaneous answers 
that don’t require a click 
gives them the ability to 
grow searches per 
searcher per day. 



Instant answers means 
fewer clicks/query on 
average, but more 
searchers addicted to 
searching could mean 
a bigger pie for us all. 



There Are Only Two Logical Answers to 
the Inherent Risks of Google Reliance: 

1) Diversify your traffic channels 

2) Become more important to Google’s 
searchers than Google is to your traffic. 



The Year at Moz 



A New Platform: Moz Analytics 



A New CEO: Sarah Bird 



A New Tool: Fresh Web Explorer 



A New MozBar 



Help with (Not Provided) 



New Action Dashboard 



A Big Challenge Ahead 



Get Ready for an 
Amazing MozCon 



Our Most Impressive Speaker Lineup Yet 



Give feedback right after sessions 

mz.cm/mozcon-2014 



The New Partner Hub 



We’re Back at the Garage Tuesday Night!  



MozCon? There’s an (iOS) app for that. 



Slide decks? Available on the agenda  
page before they’re presented 



Breakfast & Lunch Served Next Door 



Some fun new toys are coming Wednesday! 



Mozzers Want to Talk to You 
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